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Abstract: This paper is concerned with a cyber-infrastructure arising in eddy current based nondestructive evaluation system for nuclear power plants. The system consists of an inspection
module, a computational module and a communication interface module which can visualize
useful information through interaction between the inspection module and the computational
module. The design and performance of computational and communication interface modules are
shown.
Introduction: Preventive maintenance has become recent critical issues in Japanese power
plants. Various kinds of stress corrosion cracks have been found out at shroud and re-circulating
tubes of BWR plants since 2002 in Japan. Especially, interest has grown for detecting a crack on
the surface of SUS304 components. From the fact that natural defects like stress corrosion crack
(SCC) cannot be detectable by visual inspection, it is highly required to develop a feasible
computational method for identifying and characterizing such defects. Eddy current testing (ECT)
has advantages on the detection of surface and subsurface cracks [1][2]. Our major concern in this
paper is to design a structural monitoring system based on the advanced ECT for nuclear power
plants. To this end, we are developing a new remote diagnosis system using network
communication. Figure 1 illustrates the overall configuration of a remote non-destructive system
considered here. The system strategy is composed of three modules, inspection module,
computational module, and communication interface module. In the inspection module, we
develop the advanced ECT sensor equipped with information socket that makes it possible to
communicate information among three modules. The computational module is to develop ECT
simulator using a server system provided with high performance computational environments.
The module is able to provide appropriate simulation data using the forward and inverse analysis
for in-service inspection of real plants. The communication interface is worked as information
board between human experts and the proposed system. In this paper, we describe the overall
configurations of the proposed system, demonstrate how the system works, and explain current
stage of our efforts.

Fig. 1 Overall configuration of a remote diagnosis system
Inspection Module: Figure 1 depicts a prototype of the multi coil ECT sensor used in the
inspection module. The inner and outer diameters of each coil are 1 [mm] and 2.4 [mm],
respectively. The height of each coil is 2[mm] with 520 turns. The sensor is composed of 35 coils.

Fig. 2 Multi coil ECT sensor with 35 channels
As illustrated in Fig.3, there are two typical scanning patterns according to the combination of
exciting and detecting coil patterns. The so-called T-scan using 32 channels allows us for
detecting horizontal crack, while U-scan using 16 channels provides us sensitive detection for
vertical cracks.

(a) T-Scan

(b) U-scan
Fig. 3 Scanning patterns
Data acquisition can be implemented through LAN cable using UDP between sensor and
inspection server. For the communication among three modules, TCP protocol is used. It is well-

known that TCP is a standard protocol for network communication and guarantees delivery of
data and also guarantees that packets will be delivered in the same order in which they were sent.
TCP is very useful for remote diagnosis because the remote diagnosis system has to communicate
between three modules without lost data. Figure 4 depicts the visualization window where the
image shows the T-scan data from SUS sample with a stress corrosion crack.
Computational Module: The computational module is a fundamental role on the proposed
diagnosis system. Basically, this module has capability of the forward and inverse solvers based
on ECT simulator for in-service inspection of real plants. Synchronization of measurement and
computation is an essential part of the system. Our concern in this paper is focused into inverse
analysis of the inspection procedures. We propose two step inversion techniques for attacking
crack detection. The first step is called a crack detection stage and the second one is a sizing
identification stage.
The purpose of crack detection stage is crack identification of surface profiles. Figure 5 shows the
photograph of SUS sample with SCC. As shown in Fig. 5, SCC includes a lot of branch for
defects. So the purpose of the crack detection stage is to characterize surface profiles of natural
cracks. Thus our algorithm is formulated by a minimum output least square problems with
regularizations:
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(a) Measurement image

(b) Regularized solution

Fig. 4. 2D Measurement image from the inspection module and the corresponding regularized
source image from the computational module
The minimizer can be implemented by a nonlinear diffusion equation in two dimensions (See [3]
for more details) . Figure 4(b) shows the regularized solution using our proposed inverse solver.
Simultaneously, the proposed algorithm automatically produces the segmentation of surface crack
profiles.

The second step of our inversion is sizing characterization stage. This stage allows us estimation
of depth and orientation of deep-lying crack for each segment. The sizing identification is
discussed within the output least square error problem using virus evolutionary genetic algorithm
(VE-GA) is proposed. Our aim of inverse procedures is to detect number of segments and to
characterize properties of each crack. The properties include sizing information, such as its length,
width, and depth, etc. Figure 5 illustrates characterizations of each segments.

Fig. 5. Crack coding mechanism for each segment
It is a crucial part that there are so many candidates of inverse solution in accordance with the
measurement data. Taking into remind that, our concern in the inverse algorithm is to directed to
the evolutionary programming technique specially related to virus evolution [4]. In order to apply
the VEGA to identification of multiple cracks, one crack information is regarded as a substring of
a gene information, and this is coded as a virus individual. A host individual which is a candidate
solution combines two or more gene sequences showing each crack shape, and expresses the
number of cracks which exist in conductor region, position, and shape. Figure 6 illustrates those
coding mechanisms.

Fig. 6 . VEGA coding of crack sizing identification
The procedure of identification using VEGA is summarized in Fig. 7 (See [5] for more details). In
the sequel, the computational experiments are demonstrated using simulated data with additive
noise. Our current efforts are mainly directed to experiments with laboratory data. Figure 7
depicts one successful result under simulation environments.
Communication Interface Module: In this section, the communication interface between
inspection and computational modules are discussed. The fundamental scheme of the
communication interface module is to visualize and to control both modules interactively. Three
modules communicate each other through network with TCP (Transmission Control protocol). As
illustrated in Fig. 1, the communication interface module in the remote diagnosis system requests
the inspection module to send measurement data by ECT and receives measurement data from the
inspection module through network with TCP. After receiving measurement data, the interface
module requests the computational module to analyze measurement data. After analyzing in the
computational module, the interface module receives analysis data and visualizes measurement
and analysis data to an operator. Besides, the interface module can control the computational
module through network according to demands of the operator.

Fig. 7 Estimation algorithm for sizing identification stage

(a) True shape

(b) Estimated shape

Fig. 8 True shape and estimated shape using simulated data with 7% noise
Figure 9 illustrates the window system treated here. The window is composed of two windows.
The left hand side of the window is worked as interactive window for the inspection module and
the computational module. In this window, the operator is able to indicate both IP addresses of
the inspection server and the computational server, to control the regularization parameters and to
send commands for inverse analysis, forward analysis, and peak detection of crack profiles.
The visualization window is constructed by four windows. The top left window depicts the
measurement data from the inspection module. The top right window shows the inverse solution

from the computational module. According to the inquiry from the interactive window, the
bottom left window illustrates peak detection. This window works interactively.

Conclusions: We are developing a new type of eddy current based NDE system with network
communication. The system is composed of three components, inspection module, computational
module, communication interface. Forward and inverse analyses play important roles in our
network framework. The ECT simulator was designed for the forward analysis of our inspection
procedures. Critical needs for synchronizing practical inspection and ECT simulator. We are
currently developing the database for various kinds of structure systems of nuclear plants using
the developing ECT simulator.
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